Where we came from
Oh dear......
What we preferred
And this
And then we noticed........
Was this overwhelming, or what?
We took the plunge

• Year one walked the hills with back-packs & spray wands & sweated & fell over & felt discouraged

• Year 2.....built a spray unit for the Kabota and covered more ground

• Year 3 were greatly heartened to actually see a difference. WE ARE MAKING A DIFFERENCE!
That sounds like a plan......

- Where are the blackberries on your place?
- Prioritise the areas
- Make a mud map
- Use photos to monitor progress
- The CIBAG can help you create your plan
A “google” mud map
Corner Inlet Blackberry Action Group

Affiliated with Victorian Blackberry Task Force

- Aim – cooperative action/blackberry reduction
- Achievements thus far
  - 80+ landowners contacted
  - ~30 verbal commitment ~30 action plans
- Passionate about controlling weeds – come and join us!